Introduction {#Sec1}
============

We address the generalized reduced Ostrovsky equation written in the form$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$p \in {\mathbb {N}}$$\end{document}$ is the nonlinearity power and *u* is a real-valued function of (*x*, *t*). This equation was derived in the context of long surface and internal gravity waves in a rotating fluid for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$p = 2$$\end{document}$ \[[@CR7]\]. These two cases are the only cases, for which the reduced Ostrovsky equation is transformed to integrable semi-linear equations of the Klein--Gordon type by means of a change of coordinates \[[@CR6], [@CR14]\].

We consider existence and stability of travelling periodic waves in the generalized reduced Ostrovsky equation ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) for any $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$p \in {\mathbb {N}}$$\end{document}$. The travelling 2*T*-periodic waves are given by $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$c > 0$$\end{document}$ is the wave speed, *U* is the wave profile satisfying the boundary value problem$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \frac{\mathrm{d}}{\mathrm{d}z} \left[ (c - U^p) \frac{\mathrm{d}U}{\mathrm{d}z} \right] + U(z) = 0, \quad U(-T) = U(T), \quad U'(-T) = U'(T), \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$z = x-ct$$\end{document}$ is the travelling wave coordinate. We are looking for smooth periodic waves $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$U \in H^{\infty }_{\mathrm{per}}(-T,T)$$\end{document}$ satisfying ([2](#Equ2){ref-type=""}). It is straightforward to check that periodic solutions of the second-order equation ([2](#Equ2){ref-type=""}) correspond to level curves of the first-order invariant,$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} E = \frac{1}{2} (c - U^p)^2 \left( \frac{\mathrm{d}U}{\mathrm{d}z} \right) ^2 + \frac{c}{2} U^2 - \frac{1}{p+2} U^{p+2} = \mathrm{const}. \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$We add a *co-periodic* perturbation to the travelling wave, that is, a perturbation with the same period 2*T*. Separating the variables, the spectral stability problem for the perturbation *v* to *U* is given by $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\dot{L}}^2_{\mathrm{per}}(-T,T)$$\end{document}$ denotes the space of 2*T*-periodic, square-integrable functions with zero mean and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$P_0{:}\,L^2_{\mathrm{per}}(-T,T) \rightarrow {\dot{L}}^2_{\mathrm{per}}(-T,T)$$\end{document}$ is the projection operator that removes the mean value of 2*T*-periodic functions.

Definition 1 {#FPar1}
------------

We say that the travelling wave is spectrally stable with respect to co-periodic perturbations if the spectral problem $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Local solutions of the Cauchy problem associated with the generalized reduced Ostrovsky equation ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) exist in the space $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$s > \frac{3}{2}$$\end{document}$ \[[@CR26]\]. For sufficiently large initial data, the local solutions break in finite time, similar to the inviscid Burgers equation \[[@CR18], [@CR19]\]. However, if the initial data $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Travelling periodic waves to the generalized reduced Ostrovsky equation ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) were recently considered in the cases $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$p = 2$$\end{document}$. In these cases, travelling waves can be found in the explicit form given by the Jacobi elliptic functions after a change of coordinates \[[@CR6], [@CR14]\]. Exploring this idea further, it was shown in \[[@CR10], [@CR11], [@CR27]\] that the spectral stability of travelling periodic waves can be studied with the help of the eigenvalue problem $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$p = 2$$\end{document}$, it was shown in \[[@CR15]\] that the travelling periodic waves are unconstrained minimizers of energy functions in suitable function spaces with respect to *subharmonic* perturbations, that is, perturbations with a multiple period to the periodic waves. This result yields not only spectral but also nonlinear stability of the travelling wave. The nonlinear stability of periodic waves was established analytically for small-amplitude waves and shown numerically for waves of arbitrary amplitude \[[@CR15]\].

In this paper, we give a simple argument that proves spectral stability of all smooth periodic travelling waves to the generalized reduced Ostrovsky equation ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) independently of the nonlinearity power *p* and the wave amplitude. The spectral stability of periodic waves is defined here with respect to co-periodic perturbations in the sense of Definition [1](#FPar1){ref-type="sec"}. The argument is based on convexity of the energy function$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} X_q = \left\{ u \in {\dot{L}}^2_{\mathrm{per}}(-T,T) \cap L^{p+2}_{\mathrm{per}}(-T,T){:} \quad \Vert u \Vert ^2_{L^2_{\mathrm{per}}} = 2 q > 0 \right\} . \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$Note that the self-adjoint operator *L* given by ([4](#Equ4){ref-type=""}) is the Hessian operator of the extended energy function $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} Q(u) = \frac{1}{2} \Vert u \Vert ^2_{L^2_{\mathrm{per}}} \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$is the momentum function. The energy *H*(*u*) and momentum *Q*(*u*), and therefore the extended energy *F*(*u*), are constants of motion, as can be seen readily by writing the evolution equation ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) in Hamiltonian form as $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$u_t = \partial _x \mathrm{grad} H(u)$$\end{document}$. Notice that the travelling wave profile *U* is a critical point of the extended energy function *F*(*u*) in the sense that the Euler--Lagrange equations for *F*(*u*) are identical to the boundary value problem ([2](#Equ2){ref-type=""}) after the second-order equation is integrated twice with zero mean.

The outline of the paper is as follows. Adopting the approach from \[[@CR3]--[@CR5]\], we prove in Sect. [2](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"} that the energy-to-period map $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$E \mapsto 2T$$\end{document}$, the inverse mapping defines the first-order invariant *E* in terms of the half period *T* and the speed *c*. We denote this inverse mapping by *E*(*T*, *c*).

In Sect. [3](#Sec3){ref-type="sec"}, we consider continuations of the family of smooth periodic solutions with respect to parameter *c* for every fixed $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In Sect. [4](#Sec4){ref-type="sec"}, we use the monotonicity of the mapping $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$c > 0$$\end{document}$ and prove that the self-adjoint operator *L* given by ([4](#Equ4){ref-type=""}) has a simple negative eigenvalue, a one-dimensional kernel, and the rest of its spectrum is bounded from below by a positive number.

Finally, in Sect. [5](#Sec5){ref-type="sec"}, we prove that the operator *L* constrained on the space$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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All together, the existence and spectral stability of smooth periodic travelling waves of the generalized reduced Ostrovsky equation ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) is summarized in the following theorem.

Theorem 1 {#FPar2}
---------
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We now compare our result to the existing literature on spectral and orbital stability of periodic waves with respect to co-periodic perturbations. First, in comparison with the analysis in \[[@CR11]\], the result of Theorem [1](#FPar2){ref-type="sec"} is more general since $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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As a limitation of the results of Theorem [1](#FPar2){ref-type="sec"}, we mention that the nonlinear orbital stability of travelling periodic waves cannot be established for the reduced Ostrovsky equations ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) by using the energy function ([5](#Equ5){ref-type=""}) in space ([6](#Equ6){ref-type=""}). This is because the local solution is defined in $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Monotonicity of the energy-to-period map {#Sec2}
========================================

Travelling wave solutions of the reduced Ostrovsky equation ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) are solutions of the second-order differential equation ([2](#Equ2){ref-type=""}) with fixed $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Proof {#FPar4}
-----

The assertion in (*ii*) is proved with a straightforward calculation. To prove (*iii*), we notice that system ([9](#Equ9){ref-type=""}) has no limit cycles in view of the existence of a first integral, and hence the periodic orbits form period annuli. A periodic orbit must surround at least one critical point. The unique critical point of system ([9](#Equ9){ref-type=""}) is a centre at the origin on the (*u*, *v*) plane, corresponding to the energy level $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Remark 1 {#FPar5}
--------

By Lemma [1](#FPar3){ref-type="sec"}, every smooth periodic solution *u* of the differential equation ([2](#Equ2){ref-type=""}) corresponds to a periodic orbit $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The main result of this section is the following proposition, from which we conclude that the energy-to-period map $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Continuation of smooth periodic waves with respect to *c* {#Sec3}
=========================================================
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Proof {#FPar11}
-----
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Proof {#FPar15}
-----

Integrating ([2](#Equ2){ref-type=""}) in *z* with zero mean, we can write$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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As an immediate consequence of Lemmas [3](#FPar10){ref-type="sec"} and [5](#FPar14){ref-type="sec"}, we prove the following result which will be used in the proof of Proposition [2](#FPar22){ref-type="sec"} in Sect. [4](#Sec4){ref-type="sec"}.

Corollary 1 {#FPar16}
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Proof {#FPar17}
-----

It follows from ([42](#Equ42){ref-type=""}) that$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Negative index of the operator *L* {#Sec4}
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We are now ready to prove the main result of this section. This proves part (b) of Theorem [1](#FPar2){ref-type="sec"}.
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Proof {#FPar23}
-----
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Applications of the Hamilton--Krein theorem {#Sec5}
===========================================
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Proof {#FPar25}
-----
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The proof of Theorem [1](#FPar2){ref-type="sec"} follows from the results of Propositions [1](#FPar6){ref-type="sec"}, [2](#FPar22){ref-type="sec"} and [3](#FPar24){ref-type="sec"}.

Note that this transformation reflects the change of coordinates owing to which the reduced Ostrovsky equations are reduced to the semi-linear equations of the Klein--Gordon type. This transformation also changes the period of the travelling periodic wave.

The largest punctured neighbourhood of a centre which consists entirely of periodic orbits is called *period annulus*; see \[[@CR2]\].

The idea for this approach of resolving the singularity is taken from \[[@CR5], Lemma 4.1\], where the authors prove a more general result for polynomial systems having first integrals of the form ([10](#Equ10){ref-type=""}).

Note that ([18](#Equ18){ref-type=""}) also follows by applying Gelfand--Leray derivatives in ([17](#Equ17){ref-type=""}); see \[[@CR13], Theorem 26.32, p. 526\].

This reformulation can be viewed as an adjoint version of the Birmann--Schwinger principle used in analysis of isolated eigenvalues of Schrödinger operators with rapidly decaying potentials \[[@CR9]\].

Recall that the eigenvalue is called defective if its algebraic multiplicity exceeds its geometric multiplicity.
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